Can Fallen Angels Find Their Wings? - The investment opportunity in Fixed Income!
It’s not unusual to find creative terms and phrases being used in the world of financial markets. Within fixed income,
one of the more imaginative terms is “fallen angel”.
How does a bond become a fallen angel?
Some bonds in the high-yield universe began life as an investment-grade bond, but due to a perceived decline in
credit quality they were downgraded to high-yield. The bonds of these issuers are referred to as fallen angels.
What is the potential investment opportunity compared to standard high yield bonds?
There is academic evidence which suggests that investors tend to overreact to news, particularly bad news. This
means that irrational behaviors can be used to generate performance. In many investment guidelines the explicit
reference is made to credit ratings, meaning that a ratings change could lead to a forced selling, particularly when
the downgrade creates a fallen angel.
In the Group Discussion we will elaborate the topic of fallen angels and how Smart Beta ETFs can support investors to
invest in a systematic way in this very interesting segment of the fixed income market.
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